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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about the System Events feature in the OSM Administrator application? 

A. It is a placeholder to display and manage notifications about Oracle WebLogic Server performance at regular
intervals. 

B. It is a placeholder to display and manage notifications about OSM Database performance at regular intervals. 

C. It is a placeholder to display the list of orders in which exceptions are noted during processing of rules. 

D. It is a placeholder to display and manage notifications about OSM Server performance at regular intervals. 

E. It is a placeholder to display the list of cartridges that failed during deployment to the OSM Server. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41514_01/doc.724/e41522/adt_system_events.htm#OSMWM132 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the possible reason for calling the following XQuery function from an automation? 

); 

A. to set a correlation ID in the context of a task that receives responses from a supply chain system 

B. to set a correlation ID in the context of a task that sends requests to an activation system 

C. to set a correlation ID in the context of an order received from a CRM system 

D. to set a correlation ID in the context of a notification that sends updates back to a CRM system 

E. to set a correlation ID in the context of a task that sends requests to and receives responses from an inventory
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system 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the relationship between the states defined in your Order Lifecycle Policy and those defined in the order
components\\' external fulfillment states? 

A. External fulfillment states are independent of the states in the Order Lifecycle Policy. 

B. External fulfillment states are the states present in the Order Lifecycle Policy. 

C. A Fulfillment State Map entity maps external fulfillment states to fulfillment states that are the states of the Order
Lifecycle Policy. 

D. A Fulfillment State Map entity maps external fulfillment states to fulfillment states, which compose the order item
states that are present in the Order Lifecycle Policy. 

E. A Fulfillment State Map entity maps external fulfillment states to fulfillment states, which compose the order states
that are present in the Order Lifecycle Policy. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

In your OSM solution, you have implemented the following property correlation expression as part of an order item
associated configuration for an order component named "ShippingFunction" in a product specification named "Device".
What would be the result of this expression at run time? 

A. The child order items of the order items in ShippingFunction are also associated with this function. 

B. The child order items of the first order item in ShippingFunction are also associated with this function. 

C. All order items in functions that depend on ShippingFunction in the Device product specification are also associated
with this function. 

D. All order items in the order are associated with ShippingFunction. 

E. No order items in the order are associated with ShippingFunction. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Identify two functions of the OSM Order Management Web client. 

A. It displays an order\\'s orchestration plan, including its associated dependencies, orchestration stages, order
components, order items, and processes. 

B. It enables users to create, copy, and amend orders. 

C. It enables users to manage notifications, thereby generating reports about an order fallout. 

D. It is intended for solution developers to handle orders and view relationships between different order items. 

E. It allows users to add new stages of decomposition and dependencies to an orchestration plan. 

Correct Answer: AE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E49155_01/doc.73/e49705/mdl_full_patt.htm#OSMMG600 
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